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Abstract
The proper spin-foam vertex amplitude is obtained from the EPRL vertex by projecting out
all but a single gravitational sector, in order to achieve correct semi-classical behavior. In this
paper we calculate the gravitational two-point function predicted by the proper spin-foam vertex
to lowest order in the vertex expansion. We find the same answer as in the EPRL case in the
‘continuum spectrum’ limit, so that the theory is consistent with the predictions of linearized
gravity in the regime of small curvature. The method for calculating the two-point function
is similar to that used in prior works: we cast it in terms of an action integral and to use
stationary phase methods. Thus, the calculation of the Hessian matrix plays a key role. Once the
Hessian is calculated, it is used not only to calculate the two-point function, but also to calculate
the coefficient appearing in the semi-classical limit of the proper vertex amplitude itself. This
coefficient is the effective discrete “measure factor” encoded in the spin-foam model. Through
a non-trivial cancellation of different factors, we find that this coefficient is the same as the
coefficient in front of the term in the asymptotics of the EPRL vertex corresponding to the
selected gravitational sector.
1 Introduction
Loop quantum gravity (LQG) is an approach to the canonical quantization of general relativity (GR)
that takes as its guiding principle that there is no background space-time geometry, but rather that
gravity is geometry. The path integral approach to the dynamics of LQG leads to the spin-foam
framework. The currently most used spin-foam model of the dynamics of LQG is the so-called Engle-
Pereira-Rovelli-Livine (EPRL) model [1–3]. One difficulty with this and all spin-foam models before
it is that, due to the inclusion of more than a single gravitational sector [4,5], solutions to the classical
equations of motion of GR fail to dominate in the semi-classical limit [6, 7]. This problem was solved
by quantum mechanically imposing restriction to a single gravitational sector, yielding what has been
called the ‘proper’ spin-foam model of quantum gravity [6, 7].
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However, this revised model of quantum gravity, like any proposed model of quantum gravity,
must pass certain tests. For example, in cases where the space-time curvature is small, one expects
linearized quantum gravity to be correct – current experiments such as BICEP and Planck have the
potential to test this expectation [8, 9]. As a consequence, in this regime, one expects full quantum
gravity to reproduce the predictions of the linearized theory. In the present paper, as in the prior
papers [10, 11], we specifically consider the two-point correlation function of the gravitational field,
also referred to in the literature as the ‘graviton propagator’ [10–16]. The EPRL model was shown
to reproduce the same two-point correlation function as linearized gravity in prior work by Bianchi,
Magliaro, Perini, and Ding [10,11]. In the present paper we show that this success of the EPRL model
extends to the proper vertex. This involves casting the appropriate amplitude in an integral form
with an action, and finding the Hessian of the action. We restrict consideration to the Lorentzian
signature version of the model [7, 17, 18], as this is the physically relevant one.
For the propagator it turns out that, in the same asymptotic limit considered in [10,11], one obtains
the same answer as for EPRL, so that the proper vertex continues to be consistent with linearized
gravity to lowest order in the vertex expansion. However, when more than one vertex (simplex) is
considered, due to the considerations in [6, 7], we expect the EPRL and proper vertex amplitudes to
yield different propagators, with only the proper vertex being consistent with linearized gravity. This
will be investigated in future work and is touched upon briefly in the discussion section of this paper.
A further benefit of the calculation of this Hessian is that it permits an easy determination of the
coefficient in front of the semi-classical limit of the proper vertex amplitude derived in [18], important
for understanding the effective ‘measure factor’ of the model [19,20]. We show that this coefficient is
exactly the same as the coefficient of the term in the semi-classical limit of the EPRL vertex amplitude
corresponding to the isolated gravitational sector. This comes about through a non-trivial cancellation
of the new factors in the determinant of the Hessian and in the integration measure for the additional
variables present in the integral form of the proper vertex amplitude.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the EPRL vertex amplitude, proper vertex am-
plitude, and graviton propagator calculation for EPRL are briefly summarized. In section 3, the
modifications to the strategy for calculating the graviton propagator required for the proper vertex
are presented. In section 4, all new components of the Hessian not present in the original EPRL work
are calculated. In section 5 the resulting expression for the propagator in the ‘continuum spectrum’
limit is given. Finally, in section 6, the determinant of the Hessian is calculated, thereby providing
the coefficient in the asymptotics of the proper vertex amplitude. We then close with a discussion of
these results and future work.
2 Preliminaries
In this section we briefly recall the prior constructions and results required for the present paper, and
fix conventions.
2.1 EPRL vertex
We start by recalling the SL(2,C) EPRL vertex amplitude, defined on a given oriented 4-simplex.
The tetrahedra are numbered from 0 to 4 in a manner consistent with the fixed orientation of the
4-simplex in the sense defined in [4]. The relevant boundary Hilbert space is spanned by SU(2) spin
networks Ψ labelled by spins jab and vectors ψab, ψba in the corresponding irreducible representation
of SU(2), and given explicitly by Ψ(ga) =
∑
a<b
〈ψab|g
−1
a gb|ψba〉, where a, b run from 0 to 4.
The principal series of irreducible representations Hk,p of SL(2,C) are labelled by real numbers
p and half-integers k. Each such SL(2,C) irreducible representation Hk,p can be decomposed into a
2
direct sum of SU(2) irreducibles Hj : Hk,p = ⊕
∞
n=0Hk+n.
The amplitude for a single 4-simplex is then given by:
Av =
∫
SL(2,C)5
δ(g0)
∏
a
dga
∏
a<b
Pab (1)
where
Pab = α(Iψab, g
−1
a gbIψba)
is defined for each triangle (ab). Here α is the invariant bilinear form satisfying α(ψ, φ) = (−1)2kα(φ, ψ)
[21]. The map I embeds the spin j irrep into the lowest SU(2) irrep in decomposition of Hk,γk. Using
the (skew-)symmetry of α(·, ·), it follows that the resulting amplitude (1) is independent of the choice
of the tetrahedra, so long as this numbering is consistent with the fixed 4-simplex orientation.
The spin j representation of SU(2) can be realized as the action of SU(2) on degree 2j polynomials
of a spinor zA ∈ C2 [17, 21] where A = 0, 1. In terms of this realization, for each spin j and spinor ξ,
one can define the coherent state Cjξ :
Cjξ (z) =
√
dj
π
〈ξ¯, z〉2j
where 〈w, z〉 = w¯0z0+w¯1z1 and dj = 2j+1. Furthermore, every spinor ξ is a coherent state associated
with a vector nξ defined by (nξ · σ)ξ = ξ. The map J
J
(
ξ0
ξ1
)
=
(
−ξ¯1
ξ¯0
)
applied to ξ yields a spinor satisfying nJξ = −nξ.
Hk,p can similarly be realized as a space of homogeneous functions of a spinor z
A. Using the
explicit expression for I and α(·, ·) [21], each Pab can be expanded as an integral over an element
[zab] of CP
1. Here [z] denotes the equivalence class in CP1 of a spinor z, that is, modulo rescaling by
C \ {0}. One obtains
Av = c
∫
SL(2,C)5
δ(g0)
(∏
a
dga
)∫
(CP1)10
∏
a<b
dµzabe
S
where c := (1+γ
2)5
(pi(1−iγ))10 and dµzab :=
−djabΩzab
〈Zab,Zab〉〈Zba,Zba〉 , with Ωz :=
i
2 (ǫABz
AdzB) ∧ (ǫAB z¯
Adz¯B) and
ǫAB =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
. Here the action above is given by:
S =
∑
a<b
jab
(
log
〈Jξab, Zab〉
2〈Zba, ξba〉
2
〈Zab, Zab〉〈Zba, Zba〉
+ iγ log
〈Zba, Zba〉
〈Zab, Zab〉
)
with1 Zab = g
†
azab, Zba = g
†
bzab.
1Here we are using the convention in [11] for defining zab. By a change of variables to z˜ab = Jzab we get the
convention used in [17].
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2.2 Proper vertex
As shown in [21] the EPRL amplitude has two terms in the semi-classical limit. In [6, 7, 17, 18] the
proper vertex amplitude was introduced and it was shown that its semi-classical limit contains only
one term in which the Regge action appears with positive sign. This amplitude is given by:
A(+)v =
∫
SL(2,C)5
δ(g0)
(∏
a
dga
)∏
a<b
α(Iψab, g
−1
a gbIΠba({gab})ψba) (2)
where the projector Πba is
Πba[gab] = Π(0,∞)
[
βba[g]tr
(
σigbag
†
ba
)
Li
]
.
Here gba = g
−1
b ga, L
i is the rotation generator in the spin jab representation of SU(2),
βba[g] = sgn
(
ǫijkn
i
bcn
j
bdn
k
beǫlmnn
l
acn
m
adn
n
ae
)
where {c, d, e} = {0, . . . , 4}\{a, b}, and
niba[g] =
1
2
tr(σigbag
†
ba).
Again, the amplitude is independent of the choice of numbering of the tetrahedra, so long as the num-
bering is consistent with the fixed orientation of the 4-simplex. This follows from the (skew-)symmetry
of α(·, ·) together with the proof of theorem 6 in [17]. Using theorem 6 in [17] and choosing the bound-
ary states to be coherent states, this amplitude becomes
A(+)v =
∫
SL(2,C)5
δ(g0)
(∏
a
dga
)∏
a<b
α(IΠab({gab})C
jab
ξab
, g−1a gbIC
jab
ξba
). (3)
In order to separate the projectors from the rest of the integrand, a resolution of the identity intro-
ducing spinor variables ηab
ΠabCξab =
∫
dµ˜ηabCηˆab(Cηˆab ,ΠabCξab) (4)
is inserted for each factor in (3), where (·, ·) denotes the hermitian inner product on the relevant irrep
of SU(2) to which its arguments belong and ηˆ = η/‖η‖ := η/
√
〈η, η〉. This yields
A(+)v =
∫
SL(2,C)5
δ(g0)
(∏
a
dga
)∏
a<b
dµ˜ηabα(IC
jab
ηˆab
, g−1a gbIC
jab
ξba
)(Cjabηˆab ,Πab({g})C
ab
ξab)
with dµ˜ηab =
djab
pi Ωηˆab . Note Ωηˆ = Ωη/‖η‖
4. Rewriting each inner product in terms of an integral
over a spinor zab as before, we obtain the integral representation
A(+)v =
∫
δ(g0)
(∏
a
dga
)∫ ∏
a<b
dµ˜ηabdµzabe
Sprop (5)
with action given by
Sprop = SEPRL + SΠ
SEPRL =
∑
a<b
SabEPRL :=
∑
a<b
(
jab log
〈Jηˆab, Zab〉
2〈Zba, ξba〉
2
〈Zab, Zab〉〈Zba, Zba〉
+ iγjab log
〈Zba, Zba〉
〈Zab, Zab〉
)
SΠ =
∑
a<b
SabΠ :=
∑
a<b
log(Cηˆab ,Πab({gab})Cξab)jab
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2.3 Graviton propagator
The ‘graviton propagator’ predicted by a given model of quantum gravity is the connected two-point
correlation function of the ‘metric operator’ qab(x). The (densitized) metric operator is defined as
qab(x) := δij(Ean)i(E
b
n)j , where point x is identified with a node n of the boundary spin network
or equivalently with a tetrahedron n of the triangulation, and (Ean)i is the flux operator through a
surface dual to the triangle between the tetrahedra a and n, in the frame of tetrahedron n.2 In [11]
the graviton propagator for the Lorentzian EPRL spinfoam model with a single spinfoam vertex is
calculated and its asymptotics is studied. We will calculate the spinfoam propagator in section 3
using the same framework as [11] but with the proper vertex amplitude defined in section 2.2. Here
we briefly recall the framework of [11], generalized to an arbitrary spin-foam model with boundary
states matching loop quantum gravity, as well as recalling the results of [11].
The spinfoam propagator is defined by the expression
Gabcd(x, y) =
〈
W |qab(x)qcd(y)|Ψo
〉
〈W |Ψo〉
−
〈
W |qab(x)|Ψo
〉
〈W |Ψo〉
〈
W |qcd(y)|Ψo
〉
〈W |Ψo〉
(6)
where 〈W | is the amplitude map of the spinfoam model in question and |Ψo〉 is a Lorentzian semi-
classical boundary state peaked both on intrinsic and extrinsic geometry and is constructed as follows.
The Lorentzian coherent spin network states |jab,Υa({~nab})〉, peaked on a choice of intrinsic boundary
geometry, are labeled by a set of spins jab and Lorentzian coherent intertwiners Υa ∈ Inv⊗b:b6=aHjab .
Each Lorentzian coherent intertwiner Υa({~nab}) is determined by a set of four unit 3-vectors {~nab}b:b6=a
via
Υa({~nab}) = exp
(
−i
∑
a<b
Θabjab
)∫
SU(2)
dh
⊗
b:b6=a
h|jab, ~nab〉 (7)
where |jab, ~nab〉 denote the coherent states C
j
ξab
introduced in section 2.1, with the spinors ξab chosen
such that (1.) they are unit, (2.) nξab = nab, and (3.) they satisfy the Regge state phase condition [21].
e−i
∑
a<b
Θabjab is called Lorentzian-geometry phase with Θab = π for thin wedges and Θab = 0 for thick
wedges3. The Lorentzian semi-classical state |Ψo〉 is then defined by a superposition of Lorentzian
coherent spin network states:
|Ψo〉 =
∑
jab
ψjo,φo(j)|jab,Υa(~n)〉 (8)
with coefficients given by a Gaussian times a phase,
ψjo,φo(j) = exp

−∑
ab,cd
γα(ab)(cd)
jab − (j0)ab√
(j0)ab
jcd − (j0)cd√
(j0)cd
− i
∑
ab
γφab0 (jab − (j0)ab)

 (9)
2 At each n, Ean · E
b
n has 6 independent components since a 6= b and a, b = {0, ...4} \ {n}. Therefore, E
a
n · E
b
n can
completely determine the 3-metric h(n)µν which is a 3× 3 symmetric matrix that also has 6 independent components.
Explicitly, if V µna denotes the tangent to the link na at the node n, then {V
µ
na} spans the tangent space at n, and for
a 6= b, h(n)µνV
µ
naV
ν
nb
= Ean · E
b
n whereas for the diagonal components
h(n)µνV
µ
naV
ν
na = h(n)µνV
µ
na

 ∑
c 6=a,n
λcV
ν
nc

 =
∑
c 6=a,n
λch(n)µνV
µ
naV
ν
nc =
∑
c 6=a,n
λcE
a
n · E
b
n
3All tetrahedra are assumed to be space-like so their normals are time-like. A wedge composed by two tetrahedra
a and b that share the triangle (ab) is called thick wedge if their outward timelike normals are both future-pointing or
both past-pointing otherwise called thin wedge.
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where φabo is the dihedral angle between tetrahedron a and b, representing the simplicial extrinsic
curvature, (jo)ab are the background spins on which the Gaussian is peaked, and α
(ab)(cd) is a 10× 10
matrix assumed to be complex with positive definite real part.
In work [11] the above framework was applied to the case of the EPRL model. There it was shown
that, in the limit jo → ∞ and γ → 0 [22], the EPRL propagator matches the result from linearized
gravity.
3 Graviton propagator of the proper vertex
3.1 Exact expression
Following a procedure similar to that in [11] we want to calculate the propagator for the proper vertex
reviewed in section 2.2. In this case the propagator (6) becomes
Gabcdnm
+
=
∑
j ψ(j)〈W+|E
a
n.E
b
nE
c
m.E
d
m|j,Υ(~n)〉∑
j ψ(j)〈W+|j,Υ(~n)〉
−
∑
j ψ(j)〈W+|E
a
n.E
b
n|j,Υ(~n)〉∑
j ψ(j)〈W+|j,Υ(~n)〉
∑
j ψ(j)〈W+|E
c
m.E
d
m|j,Υ(~n)〉∑
j ψ(j)〈W+|j,Υ(~n)〉
where (8) are used as boundary states and 〈W+| : |Ψ〉 7→ 〈W+|Ψ〉 is the proper vertex amplitude
defined by (2). The indices are restricted to a, b, c, d 6= n,m and n 6= m. As mentioned in the
preliminaries, the numbering of the tetrahedra is arbitrary up to the orientation it defines on the
4-simplex, and the vertex amplitude is independent of the choice of such a numbering. Using this
arbitrariness, we can, without loss of generality, assume a, b < n and c, d < m. (Ean)
i is in the frame of
tetrahedron n and for a < n acts on the right hand-side of the corresponding factor in the expression
(3) for the proper vertex amplitude. Using this expression and the formulas (7-9) for the boundary
state, one obtains
〈W+ | E
a
n.E
b
n | j,Υ(ξ)〉 =
∫
SL(2,C)5
e−i
∑
ab
Θabjab
(
4∏
a=0
dga
)
δ(g0)

 ∏
p<q,(pq) 6=(na),(pq) 6=(nb)
α(IΠpq({g})C
jcd
ξpq
, g−1p gqIC
jpq
ξqp
)

α(IΠan({g})Cjanξan , g−1a gnI(Ean)iCjnaξna )
α(IΠbn({g})C
jbn
ξbn
, g−1b gnI(E
b
n)
i
Cjnbξnb ). (10)
In order to separate the projector in the formulas we insert the resolution of the identity (4) in terms
of new spinor variables ηcd:
α(IΠpq({g})C
jpq
ξpq
, g−1p gqIC
jpq
ξqp
) =
∫
dµ˜ηpqα(IC
jpq
ηˆpq
, g−1p gqIC
jpq
ξqp
)(C
jpq
ηˆpq
,Πpq({g})C
jpq
ξpq
).
and
α(IΠan({g})C
jan
ξan
, g−1a gn(E
a
n)
iICjnaξna ) =
∫
dµ˜ηanα(IC
jan
ηˆan
, g−1a gn(E
a
n)
iICjnaξna )(C
jan
ηˆan
,Πan({g})C
jan
ξan
)
6
Therefore, (10) becomes
〈W+ | E
a
n.E
b
n | j,Υ(ξ)〉 =
∫
SL(2,C)5
e−i
∑
ab
Θabjab
(
4∏
a=0
dga
)
δ(g0)δij ·
·
∏
p<q,(pq) 6=(na),(pq) 6=(nb)
∫
dµ˜ηpqα(IC
jpq
ηˆpq
, g−1p gqIC
jpq
ξqp
)(C
jpq
ηˆpq
,Πpq({g})C
jpq
ξpq
)·
·
∫
dµ˜ηanα(IC
jan
ηˆan
, g−1a gn(E
a
n)
i
ICjnaξna )(C
jan
ηˆan
,Πan({g})C
jan
ξan
)·
·
∫
dµ˜ηbnα(IC
jbn
ηˆbn
, g−1b gn(E
b
n)
j
ICjnbξnb )(C
jbn
ηˆbn
,Πbn({g})C
jbn
ξbn
).
The insertions Qian = α(IC
jan
ηˆan
, g−1a gn(E
a
n)
i
ICjnaξna ) are evaluated in [11] as
4
Qian =
∫
1
π
dµzanKan(A
i
an)
where
Kan =
(
〈Zna, Zna〉
〈Zan, Zan〉
)iγjan ( 〈Jηˆan, Zan〉2〈Zna, ξna〉2
〈Zan, Zan〉〈Zna, Zna〉
)jan
and
Aian ≡ γjan
〈σiZna, ξna〉
〈Zna, ξna〉
.
Using these results one gets
〈W+ | E
a
n.E
b
n | j,Υ(ξ)〉 = c
∫
SL(2,C)5
(
4∏
a=0
dga
)
δ(g0)·
·
∫ ( ∏
a′<b′
dja′b′
π
dµza′b′dµ˜ηa′b′
)
qabn e
S′prop
and
〈W+ | E
a
n.E
b
nE
c
m.E
d
m | j,Υ(ξ)〉 = c
∫
SL(2,C)5
(
4∏
a=0
dga
)
δ(g0)·
·
∫ ( ∏
a′<b′
dja′b′
π
dµza′b′dµ˜ηa′b′
)
qabn q
cd
n e
S′prop
where S′prop and the q’s are respectively given by
S′prop := Sprop − i
∑
a<b
Θabjab = SEPRL + SΠ − i
∑
a<b
Θabjab
qabn := A
a
n.A
b
n (11)
4Actually, the insertions that are calculated in [11] are Qian = α(IC
jan
ξan
, g−1a gn(E
a
n)
iICjna
ξna
). By replacing ξan with
ηˆan on the left-hand side we get our desired result.
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The qabn ’s turn out to be the same as in the EPRL case [11], but here the EPRL action is replaced by
the proper action. So, using (8), the final expression for the propagator becomes
Gabcd+nm =
∑
j
∫
d4gd10µzd
10µ˜ηq
ab
n q
cd
m e
Stotprop∑
j
∫
d4gd10µzd10µ˜ηe
Stotprop
(12)
−
∑
j
∫
d4gd10µzd
10µ˜ηq
ab
n e
Stotprop∑
j
∫
d4gd10µzd10µ˜ηe
Stotprop
∑
j
∫
d4gd10µzd
10µ˜ηq
cd
m e
Stotprop∑
j
∫
d4gd10µzd10µ˜ηe
Stotprop
where
Stotprop(j, g, z, η) = −
1
2
∑
ab,cd
γα(ab)(cd)
jab − (j0)ab√
(j0)ab
jcd − (j0)cd√
(j0)cd
(13)
− i
∑
ab
γφab0 (jab − (j0)ab)− i
∑
a<b
Θabjab + SEPRL + SΠ.
Notice that the coefficients ψ(j) are absorbed in to the total action.
3.2 Asymptotic limit
As in [11], to pose the asymptotic limit, we scale all of the spins (jo)ab uniformly, setting (jo)ab =:
λ(jo)ab, with (jo)ab fixed, and consider the limit λ→∞. In addition, in each sum in (12) we perform
a change of variables from jab to jab := jab/λ. S
tot
prop then becomes
Stotprop = λ
[
S˜ψ + S˜EPRL
]
+
∑
a<b
SΠab
where
S˜ψ := −
1
2
∑
ab,cd
γα(ab)(cd)
jab − (j0)ab√
(j0)ab
jcd − (j0)cd√
(j0)cd
− iγ
∑
a<b
φabo (jab − (jo)ab)− i
∑
a<b
Θabjab
and S˜EPRL :=
∑
a<b S˜
ab
EPRL is the same as SEPRL but with jab replaced by jab. The projector part
of the total action (13),
∑
a<b S
ab
Π , is not linear in λ but it is asymptotically linear. Specifically, let
νab be any unit spinor such that
nνab = 〈νab, σνab〉 = βab[g]
tr(gabg
†
abσ)
|tr(gabg
†
abσ)|
,
and let
xab := 〈ηab, νab〉〈νab, ξab〉 yab := 〈ηab, Jνab〉〈Jνab, ξab〉.
Then we have [18]
exp(SabΠ ) ∼ f˜ab exp(λS˜
ab
Π )
where
S˜abΠ :=
{
2j log(xab + yab) if |xab| > |yab| and |xab + yab|
2 ≥ |4xabyab|
j log(4xabyab) if |xab| < |yab| or |xab + yab|
2 < |4xabyab|
f˜ab :=
{
1 if |xab| > |yab| and |xab + yab|
2 ≥ |4xabyab|
1√
piλjab
x
1−αab
ab
y
αab
ab
yab−xab if |xab| < |yab| or |xab + yab|
2 < |4xabyab|
8
and
αab =
{
0 if jab = λjab is integer
1/2 if jab = λjab is half integer.
Lastly, let q˜abn be the same as q
ab
n , but with jab replaced by jab, so that q
ab
n = λ
2q˜abn . With the above
definitions, the asymptotic limit of (12) is
1
λ4
Gabcd+nm (λ) ∼
∑
j
∫
d4gd10µzd
10µ˜η f˜ q˜
ab
n q˜
cd
m e
λS˜∑
j
∫
d4gd10µzd10µ˜η f˜eλS˜
(14)
−
∑
j
∫
d4gd10µzd
10µ˜ηf˜ q˜
ab
n e
λS˜∑
j
∫
d4gd10µzd10µ˜η f˜eλS˜
∑
j
∫
d4gd10µzd
10µ˜η f˜ q˜
cd
m e
λS˜∑
j
∫
d4gd10µzd10µ˜η f˜eλS˜
where
f˜ :=
∏
a<b
f˜ab and S˜ := S˜ψ + S˜EPRL + S˜Π (15)
with S˜Π =
∑
a<b S˜
ab
Π . Using the Euler-Maclaurin formula for each of the sums in (14), as well as the
fact that each resulting integral is asymptotic to a non-zero polynomial in λ (as will be seen below
from the fact that each one has one critical point) one obtains, similar to [11],5
1
λ4
Gabcd+nm (λ) ∼
∫
j
∫
d4gd10µzd
10µ˜ηf˜ q˜
ab
n q˜
cd
m e
λS˜∫
j
∫
d4gd10µzd10µ˜ηf˜ eλS˜
(16)
−
∫
j
∫
d4gd10µzd
10µ˜η f˜ q˜
ab
n e
λS˜∫
j
∫
d4gd10µzd10µ˜η f˜eλS˜
∫
j
∫
d4d10µzd
10µ˜ηf˜ q˜
cd
m e
λS˜∫
j
∫
d4gd10µzd10µ˜η f˜eλS˜
.
Critical point equations obtained from maximality, and by varying zab and ηab are [18]:
ξba =
eiφba
‖Zba‖
g†bzab =:
eiφba
‖Zba‖
Zba (17)
Jηˆab =
eiφab
‖Zab‖
g†azab =:
eiφab
‖Zab‖
Zab (18)
ηˆab = e
iθξab (19)
βab({g})n
i
ξab
tr
(
gabg
†
abσi
)
> 0 (20)
for all a < b, for some set of phases φab, φba and θ. The variation of S˜ with respect to the group
elements ga gives the closure condition on the boundary state, as in [18, 21].
These equations determine [zab], [ηab] ∈ CP
1, and ga uniquely [18].
6 Furthermore, the final critical
point equation, from varying jab, gives
jab = (jo)ab (21)
5In the asymptotic limit, each sum over j’s in the expression (14) becomes an integral with almost everywhere
smooth integrand, so that stationary phase can later be applied. Note, this is precisely where the phase convention
for the coherent intertwiners Υ({~nab}) becomes important: Without this phase convention, the sum over j’s would not
approach a continuous integral, so that stationary phase would not be applicable [23].
6Note that we have gauge-fixed the symmetry in the ga’s with the factor δ(g0), as usual.
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so that there is exactly one critical point of this action. It follows that the asymptotic expression for
each integral in (16) will consist in only a single term.
The asymptotics can be evaluated using the extended stationary phase method. As there is only
one critical point, the asymptotic expression becomes [10, 11]
1
λ4
Gabcd+mn (λ) =
1
λ
(H−1(xo))ij
∂q˜abn (xo)
∂xi
∂q˜cdm (xo)
∂xj
+ higher order terms (22)
where H is the Hessian of the asymptotic action S˜, xi = {jab, ga, zab, ηab} and xo is the one critical
point of S˜ (17-21).
Note that if we define
S˜oΠ := 2
∑
a<b
jab log(xab + yab) = 2
∑
a<b
jab log〈ηˆab, ξab〉,
then in a neighborhood of the critical point we have
S˜ = S˜o := S˜ψ − i
∑
a<b
Θabjab + S˜EPRL + 2
∑
a<b
jab log〈ηˆab, ξab〉 (23)
giving us an expression for the action that can be used to calculate the Hessian in the asymptotic
formula.
4 Hessian of the proper vertex: Calculation
Calculating the Hessian of the asymptotic action is crucial in studying the asymptotics of the spinfoam
propagator and also the asymptotics of the spinfoam vertex amplitude. In this section we evaluate
the Hessian for the proper action at the critical point satisfying (17-21).
All second derivatives of the first three terms in (23) with respect to jab, ga, zab were calculated
in [11]. To complete the calculation of the Hessian, it remains to calculate all second derivatives of
S˜EPRL involving ηab, and all second derivatives of S˜
o
Π. This is carried out in this section.
4.1 Derivatives of S˜EPRL with respect to η and one other variable
To calculate the derivatives in the Hessian for use in the stationary phase theorem, it is necessary to
choose a section of CP1 (and coordinates thereon) for each variable ηab and zab, as well as a coordinate
system on SL(2,C) for each variable ga. However, the specific form of the section for each zab and
the coordinate system for each ga turns out not to be needed for any of the results of this paper, so
we leave them general. Derivatives with respect to these general coordinates we denote by δizab , with
i = 1, 2, and δiga , with i = 1, . . . 6 and the index i sometimes suppressed. For each variable ηab, we
introduce a section and complex coordinate ζab, with |ζab| ≤ 1, defined by
ηab =
√
1− |ζab|2ξab + ζabJξab. (24)
The calculation of derivatives with respect to the η’s then reduces to taking holomorphic and anti-
holomorphic derivatives ∂∂ζ and
∂
∂ζ¯
.
We begin by noting
∂
∂ζab
〈Jηab, Zab〉 = −
ζ¯ab
2
√
1− ζabζ¯ab
〈Jξab, Zab〉 − 〈ξab, Zab〉
∂
∂ζ¯ab
〈Jηab, Zab〉 = −
ζab
2
√
1− ζabζ¯ab
〈Jξab, Zab〉
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so that
∂
∂ζab
S˜abEPRL = −jab
ζ¯ab√
1− ζabζ¯ab
〈Jξab, Zab〉
〈Jηab, Zab〉
− 2jab
〈ξab, Zab〉
〈Jηab, Zab〉
(25)
∂
∂ζab
S˜abEPRL = −jab
ζab√
1− ζabζ¯ab
〈Jξab, Zab〉
〈Jηab, Zab〉
(26)
Noting that, at the critical point 〈ξab, Zab〉 = 0 and ζab = 0, we have
∂
∂jab
∂
∂ζab
S˜abEPRL
∣∣∣∣
crit. pt.
=
∂
∂jab
∂
∂ζ¯ab
S˜abEPRL
∣∣∣∣
crit. pt.
= 0
Next, from (25-26), we calculate the mixed δgδη derivatives:
δga
∂
∂ζab
S˜abEPRL = −jab
ζab√
1− ζabζab
δga
(
〈Jξab, Zab〉
〈Jηab, Zab〉
)
− 2jab
(
〈(δga)ξab, zab〉
〈Jηab, Zab〉
−
〈ξab, Zab〉
〈Jηab, Zab〉2
〈(δga)Jηab, Zab〉
)
δga
∂
∂ζ¯ab
S˜abEPRL = −jab
ζab√
1− ζabζab
δga
(
〈Jξab, Zab〉
〈Jηab, Zab〉
)
Evaluating at the critical point gives
∂
∂ζab
δga S˜
ab
EPRL
∣∣∣∣
crit. pt.
= −2jab〈(g
−1
a δga)ξab, Jξab〉
∂
∂ζ¯ab
δga S˜
ab
EPRL
∣∣∣∣
crit. pt.
= 0
The second derivative δηabδgS˜
ab
EPRL for variations δg of any group elements other than ga is trivially
zero. The mixed derivatives δηδz are
δzab
∂
∂ζab
S˜abEPRL = −jab
ζab√
1− ζabζab
δzab
(
〈Jξab, Zab〉
〈Jηab, Zab〉
)
− 2jab
(
〈gaξab, δzab〉
〈Jηab, Zab〉
−
〈ξab, Zab〉
〈Jηab, Zab〉2
〈gaJηab, δzab〉
)
δzab
∂
∂ζ¯ab
S˜abEPRL = −jab
ζab√
1− ζabζab
δzab
(
〈Jξab, Zab〉
〈Jηab, Zab〉
)
Evaluating at the critical point yields
δzab
∂
∂ζab
S˜abEPRL
∣∣∣∣
crit. pt.
= −2(jo)ab
〈gaξab, δzab〉
〈Jξab, Zab〉
δzab
∂
∂ζ¯ab
S˜abEPRL
∣∣∣∣
crit. pt.
= 0
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The last to evaluate are the derivatives δηδη:
∂
∂ζab
∂
∂ζab
S˜abEPRL = −jab
〈Jξab, Zab〉
〈Jηab, Zab〉
ζ
2
ab
2(1− ζabζab)
3/2
∂
∂ζab
∂
∂ζab
S˜abEPRL = −jab
〈Jξab, Zab〉
〈Jηab, Zab〉
(
1
(1 − ζabζab)
1/2
+
ζabζab
2(1− ζabζab)
3/2
)
∂
∂ζab
∂
∂ζab
S˜abEPRL = −jab
〈Jξab, Zab〉
〈Jηab, Zab〉
ζ2ab
2(1− ζabζab)
3/2
At the critical point ζab = 0, 〈Jηab, Zab〉 = 〈Jξab, Zab〉 = 1 and jab = (jo)ab, so the only non-zero term
is:
∂
∂ζ¯ab
∂
∂ζab
S˜abEPRL
∣∣∣∣
crit. pt.
= −(jo)ab
4.2 Derivatives of S˜oΠ
We begin by writing S˜oΠ in terms of the coordinates ζab:
S˜oΠ = 2
∑
a<b
jab log〈ηˆab, ξab〉 =
∑
a<b
jab log(1 − ζabζab)
One then readily calculates
∂
∂ζab
∂
∂jab
S˜oΠ =
−ζab
1− ζabζab
∂
∂ζab
∂
∂jab
S˜oΠ =
−ζab
1− ζabζab
∂
∂ζab
∂
∂ζab
S˜oΠ =
−jabζ
2
ab
(1− ζabζab)
2
∂
∂ζab
∂
∂ζab
S˜oΠ =
−jab
(1− ζabζab)
2
∂
∂ζab
∂
∂ζab
S˜oΠ =
−jabζ
2
ab
(1− ζabζab)
2
for all a, b, with all other second derivatives of S˜oΠ zero. Evaluating these using the critical point
equations ζab = 0 and jab = (jo)ab, only one second derivative of S˜
o
Π is non-zero:
∂
∂ζab
∂
∂ζab
S˜oΠ
∣∣∣∣
crit. pt.
=
∂
∂ζab
∂
∂ζab
S˜oΠ
∣∣∣∣
crit. pt.
= −(jo)ab.
4.3 Hessian
Bringing the above results together, we can write the Hessian as a (10 + 24 + 20 + 10 + 10)× (10 +
24 + 20 + 10 + 10) matrix:
H(xo) := S
′′(xo) =


Qjj 010×24 010×20 010×10 010×10
024×10 Hgg Hgz Hgζ 024×10
020×10 Hzg Hzz Hzζ 020×10
010×10 Hζg Hζz 010×10 Hζζ¯
010×10 010×24 010×20 Hζ¯ζ 010×10


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where
Qjj = Q
BD
jj
Hgg = H
BD
gg
Hgz = H
BD
gz
Hzz = H
BD
zz
are the Hessian components calculated by Bianchi and Ding [11]. Hgζ , Hzζ , and Hζζ¯ are respectively
given by
Hgζ(ai)(ab) = −2(jo)ab〈(g
−1
a δ
iga)ξab, Jξab〉
Hzζ(ab)(cd) = −2(jo)ab
〈gaξab, δzab〉
〈Jξab, Zab〉
δacδbd
Hζζ¯(ab)(cd) = −2(jo)abδacδbd.
5 Graviton propagator and its γ → 0 limit.
According to (22), calculation of the graviton propagator requires us to invert the Hessian matrix
calculated in the last section. Doing this exactly is a non-trivial task. However, as was done in the
work [11], we consider the γ → 0 limit [22], in which case the Hessian matrix simplifies greatly. Such
a limit can be motivated by considering the limit in which, as λ becomes large, the eigenvalues of
areas, which are proportional to γλ, stay the same, so that γ → 0 at the same time. This is a limit
often considered [10, 11, 22, 24, 25].
According to the results in [11] and the results in the Hessian section 4, all the nonvanishing
elements of the Hessian at critical points are independent of γ except QBDjj , which is linear in γ. If
we write the Hessian in the form:
H(xo) =
(
QBDjj 010×64
064×10 HR
)
then its inverse is
(H(xo))
−1 =
( (
QBDjj
)−1
010×64
064×10 (HR)−1
)
. (27)
The q˜abn calculated using the proper action in this paper, equation (11), turn out to be the same as
the qabn obtained in [11]. Consequently their derivatives δz¯an q˜
ab
n |crit, δga q˜
ab
n |crit, δjcd q˜
ab
n |crit evaluated
at critical points (17-21) are the same and they scale as γ2 and δzan q˜
ab
n = 0. Here we have two more
sets of variables ζ and ζ¯, but q˜abn does not depend on these variables: δζ q˜
ab
n = δζ¯ q˜
ab
n = 0. Using the
derivatives above and the matrix (27) in the asymptotic formula (22) yields the same results as [11]
Gabcdnm = λ
3
∑
p,q,r,s
(
QBD(pq)(rs)
)−1 ∂q˜abn
∂jpq
∂q˜cdm
∂jrs
+ o(γ3) + o(λ3) (28)
where f = o(g) if f/g vanishes in the limit λ → ∞ and γ → 0. In this limit the propagator is
asymptotic to
Gabcdnm ∼ λ
3
∑
p,q,r,s
(
QBD(pq)(rs)
)−1 ∂q˜abn
∂jpq
∂q˜cdm
∂jrs
.
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6 Coefficient in the asymptotics of the proper vertex
Lastly, we use the calculation of the Hessian to find the large spin limit of the proper vertex amplitude,
including the overall coefficient. From (5) we have
A+ν = c
∫
SL(2,C)
(
4∏
a=0
dga
)
δ(g0)
∫
(CP1)10
∏
a<b
dµzab
∏
a<b
dµ˜ηabe
Sprop .
As before, we set jab = λjab and consider the λ→∞ limit. According to the argument in [18] and in
section 3.2, in this limit the integrand can be replaced by its asymptotic form:
A+ν ∼ c
∫
SL(2,C)
(
4∏
a=0
dga
)
δ(g0)
∫
(CP1)10
(∏
a<b
dµzabdµ˜ηab
)
f˜eλS˜prop
where S˜prop := S˜EPRL + S˜Π. Using the fact that f˜ is constant and equal to 1 in a neighborhood of
all critical points, the stationary phase method gives us
A+v ∼
(
2π
λ
)32 (
det(−HR(xo))
)−1/2( 4∏
a=1
[
dµHaarga
]∏
a<b
[dµzab ] [dµ˜ηab ]
)
x=xo
· eλS˜prop(xo) (29)
where [dµ] denotes the representation of a given measure dµ in the chosen coordinate system {xi} on
the integration domain, in the sense that dµ = [dµ]
∏
i dxi, and where xo is the critical point. We
need to calculate the determinant of the Hessian HR of S˜prop with respect to ga, zab, and ηab, at xo.
Since S˜ − S˜prop = S˜ψ is independent of these variables, the derivatives of S˜ and S˜prop with respect to
them are the same, so that
HR(xo) =


HBDgg H
BD
gz H
BD
gz¯ Hgζ 024×10
HBDzg H
BD
zz H
BD
zz¯ Hzζ 010×10
HBDz¯g H
BD
z¯z H
BD
z¯z¯ 010×10 010×10
Hζg Hζz 010×10 010×10 Hζζ¯
010×10 010×10 010×10 Hζ¯ζ 010×10

 . (30)
The Hessian relevant for the asymptotics of the original EPRL vertex amplitude is
HEPRL =

 HBDgg HBDgz HBDgz¯HBDzg HBDzz HBDzz¯
HBDz¯g H
BD
z¯z H
BD
z¯z¯ .


Applying to (30) the usual formula [26] for the determinant of block matrices, together with the skew
symmetry of the determinant under exchange of columns, yields
det(−HR(xo)) = (det(−Hζζ¯))
2 det(−HEPRL(xo)) (31)
with
det(−Hζζ¯) =
∏
a<b
2(jo)ab = 2
10
∏
a<b
(jo)ab.
In the asymptotic expression (29), the correct branch of the square root of det(−HR(xo)) must be
deduced from the prescription described in [27]. This prescription is given in terms of real coordi-
nates on the integration manifold: in this case it turns out to consist in taking the product of the
square root of each eigenvalue of minus the Hessian H , with branch cut along the negative real axis.
(None of the eigenvalues of −H lie on the negative real axis because the real part of −H is always
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positive definite when using real coordinates.) In our case, some of the coordinates are complex,
and we have calculated −HR(xo) using holomorphic and anti-holomorphic derivatives. By using the
relation between holomorphic and antiholomorphic derivatives, and derivatives with respect to real
and imaginary parts, one finds the correct square root of (31) to be
√
det(−HR(xo)) = −2
10
(∏
a<b
jab
)√
det(−HEPRL(xo)).
The projector part of the action vanishes at critical points so S˜prop(xo) = S˜EPRL(x0). Furthermore,
in terms of the coordinates ζab, ζab, dµ˜ηab is given by
dµ˜ηab =
djab
π
i
2
(
ǫABη
A
abdη
B
ab
)
∧
(
ǫABη
A
abdη
B
ab
)
=
xo
djab
π
i
2
dζab ∧ dζab.
Hence
∏
a<b
[dµ˜ηab ] =xo
∏
a<b
(
i(2jab + 1)
2π
)
∼ −
(
λ
π
)
π10
∏
a<b
jab =
xo
−
(
λ
π
)
π10
∏
a<b
(jo)ab.
Therefore (29) becomes
A+v ∼
(
2π
λ
)22
(det(−HEPRL(xo)))
−1/2
(
4∏
a=1
[
dµHaarga
]∏
a<b
[dµzab ]
)
x=xo
· eλS˜EPRL(xo)
which is identical to the term in the asymptotics of the EPRL vertex amplitude corresponding to the
Einstein-Hilbert sector, including overall coefficient.
Remark: In the above argument we have used the asymptotic action in the stationary phase
formula. If one instead uses the exact action, the answer does not change, as both of these actions,
as well as their Hessians, are equal at the critical point, as is shown in appendix A.
7 Discussion
In this paper we have studied the connected two-point correlation function for metric operators —
also called the graviton propagator — in the recently introduced proper spin-foam model. To perform
the analysis, we defined the correlation function in the boundary amplitude formalism using the same
semi-classical boundary state as in [11], and evaluating to lowest order in the vertex expansion. We
then considered the asymptotic limit of large spins j → ∞ up to the leading order. This limit was
investigated using extended stationary phase methods which necessitated calculation of the Hessian
of the proper vertex. This calculation comprised the main task of this work. Then we examined the
limit of γ → 0 and found that in this limit our result exactly matches the graviton propagator of the
EPRL model calculated in [11], and therefore also matches the graviton propagator calculated using
linearized quantum gravity. This provides one check on the validity of the proper spin-foam model in
the weak curvature regime.
Calculation of the Hessian also allowed us to complete the asymptotic analysis of the proper
vertex [18]. Specifically we were able to evaluate the overall coefficient arising in the semi-classical
limit. This factor matches exactly the factor appearing in the semi-classical limit of the EPRL
vertex [21] in front of the term corresponding to the Einstein-Hilbert sector.
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In this work we estimated the two-point correlation function for a single spin-foam vertex. The
obvious direction for future work is to extend the analysis using the proper vertex to the case of
multiple vertices. Since the proper vertex amplitude has the correct semi-classical limit, we believe
this calculation will again be consistent with linearized quantum gravity in the appropriate regime.
Specifically, we expect the proper vertex to remove unphysical contributions to the semi-classical limit
which would otherwise be generated by the extra terms in the EPRL vertex.
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A Equality of Hessians of exact and asymptotic actions of the
proper vertex
In this appendix we show that the second derivatives of SΠ with respect to ga and ηab are equal to
those of λS˜Π when evaluated at the critical point. This will establish that the Hessian of the exact
and asymptotic actions, Sprop and λ(S˜EPRL+ S˜Π), with respect to ga and ηab, are equal at the critical
point.
A.1 Calculation of derivatives of the projector action with respect to g
The projector action is given by
SΠ[{ga, ηab}] =
∑
a<b
log〈jab, ηab|Πab ({ga}) |jab, ξab〉
where we use the bra-ket notation |jab, ξab〉 for the coherent state C
jab
ξab
The calculation of these derivatives requires varying the projector Πab with respect to the group
variables. To do that we write the spectral projector as:
Πab = Π(0,∞) [βab(g)nab(g) · L]
where the normal n is defined as:
niab(g) =
tr
(
σigabg
†
ab
)
∣∣∣tr(σigabg†ab)∣∣∣
with gab = g
−1
a gb.
Since βab(g) is a sign function, its variation at the critical point does not contribute to the variation
of the projection operator. Let δ be any variation with respect to the group elements and let g(t) be
a path in SL(2,C)5 such that δ = dgdt |t=0. Note that
Πab(g(t)) = rab(t)Πab(g(0))r
−1
ab (t)
for some rab(t) ∈ SU(2). It follows that the variation of the projector is given by:
δΠab(g) =
d
dt
Πab(g(t))
∣∣∣
t=0
= [δr,Πab(g(0))] =: i[viL
i,Πab(g(0))] (32)
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for some vi. Let δ
′ be any other variation with respect to the group elements with δ′Πab =: i[v′iL
i,Πab].
Then the second variation of the projector action is:
δ′δSΠ = −
∑
a<b
〈
jab, ηab|[viL
i, [v′jL
j,Πab(g(0))]]|jab, ξab
〉
〈jab, ηab|Πab(g)|jab, ξab〉
+
∑
a<b
〈
jab, ηab|[viL
i,Πab(g(0))]|jab, ξab
〉 〈
jab, ηab|[v
′
jL
j ,Πab(g(0))]|jab, ξab
〉
〈jab, ηab|Πab(g)|jab, ξab〉
2
At the critical point, however, [ηab] = [ξab] and Πab(g) acts as the identity on the corresponding
coherent state, so
〈
jab, ηab|[viL
i,Πab(g(0))]|jab, ξab
〉 ∣∣∣∣
crit. pt.
= 0 (33)
Next, define for each spinor ξ the SU(2) element [21]
g(ξ) :=
(
ξˆ0 −ξˆ1
ξˆ1 ξˆ0
)
,
where ξˆ := ξ/||ξ||, and define
|ξ; j,m〉 := g(ξ)|j,m〉
where |j,m〉, as usual, are the states satisfying Jz |j,m〉 = m|j,m〉. Note that
(v · L) |jab, ξab〉 = (v · L)|ξab; jab, jab〉 = αv |ξab; jab, jab〉+ βv |ξab; jab, jab − 1〉
for some αv and βv and likewise for v
′ · L. Furthermore, at the critical point, for j > 1 (which holds
in the limit which interests us), Πab(g) acts as the identity on both |ξab; jab, jab〉 and |ξab; jab, jab − 1〉.
These facts imply
〈jab, ηab|[viL
i, [v′jL
j ,Πab(g(0))]]|jab, ξab〉
∣∣∣∣
crit. pt.
= 0.
We therefore conclude that
δ′δSΠ
∣∣∣∣
crit. pt.
= 0
for all variations δ, δ′ of the ga’s.
A.2 Calculation of derivatives of the projector action with respect to η
We begin with the mixed δgδη derivatives. From (32),
δgS
ab
Π = i
〈
jab, ηab
∣∣∣ [viLi,Πab] ∣∣∣jab, ξab〉
〈jab, ηab|Πab|jab, ξab〉
for some vi ∈ R3. Because the coherent states |jab, ηab〉, for any fixed jab, are all related by the action
of some SU(2) element, it follows that, for any real variation δη of η, there exist (v
′)i ∈ R3 such that
δη|jab, ηab〉 = i(v
′ · L)|jab, ηab〉
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so that
δηδgS
ab
Π =
〈jab, ηab |v
′ · L [v · L,Πab]| jab, ξab〉
〈jab, ηab|Πab|jab, ξab〉
−
〈jab, ηab |[v · L,Πab]| jab, ξab〉 〈jab, ηab |v
′ · L| jab, ξab〉
〈jab, ηab|Πab|jab, ξab〉
2 .
Using the same arguments as in A.1, we conclude that, at the critical point,
δηδgSΠ
∣∣∣∣
crit. pt.
= 0
for all variations δη, δg of the η’s and g’s.
Finally, to calculate δ′ηδηSΠ, we will need the explicit section of CP
1 and coordinate ζab thereon
introduced in equation (24). First, recall that [28]
|jab, ηab〉 = ⊗
2jab |ηab〉. (34)
Upon taking derivatives of (24) and evaluating at the critical point (ζab = 0, ηab = ξab), we find that
the first derivatives and only non-zero second derivatives are
∂
∂ζab
ηab(ζ)
∣∣∣∣
crit. pt.
= Jξab
∂
∂ζab
ηab(ζ)
∣∣∣∣
crit. pt.
= 0
∂
∂ζab
∂
∂ζab
ηab(ζ)
∣∣∣∣
crit. pt.
= −
1
2
ξab
with adjoints
∂
∂ζab
〈ηab|
∣∣∣∣
crit. pt.
= 〈Jξab|
∂
∂ζab
〈ηab|
∣∣∣∣
crit. pt.
= 0
∂
∂ζab
∂
∂ζab
〈ηab|
∣∣∣∣
crit. pt.
= −
1
2
〈ξab|.
These relations may then be used to evaluate the second derivatives of
SΠ =
∑
a<b
log〈jab, ηab|Πab(g)|jab, ξab〉
at the critical point. Additionally using the fact that Πab(g) acts on |jab, ξ〉 as the identity at the
critical point, the form (34) for coherent states, as well as the orthogonality of ξab and Jξab, one finds
the only non-zero second derivatives of SΠ at the critical point to be
∂
∂ζab
∂
∂ζab
SΠ = −jab = −λjab.
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